STAIN PACK
EASY CARE for GLEAMING GREYS & WHITES

The Problem
Typically, cleaning products parch a horses’ hair, leaving it porous and dry. So… it attracts dirt and
stains penetrate readily. Then, conditioners, detanglers and sprays coat hair to lock in stains.

Top Turnout
Lucky Braids offers a much easier and more constructive paradigm. You don’t need as many products,
while hair is easier to keep clean and skin more resilient. Tails can be snowy white, full, easy to
maintain and grow great.
Simplify
Lucky Braids All-In-One Shampoo is all you need. Now you won’t need: daily, medicated, color and
whitening shampoos, conditioner, detangler (comb tails wet), shine sprays, etc.
Stain Less
The All-In-One Shampoo will get ANY COLOR coat super clean and shiny. If bathed once a week, often
stains simply brush off. If not, just spray on the Whitener/Dry Wash Spray. You can push it in/around
the hair and let it sit a moment. Resist the temptation to scrub while the enzyme lifts the stain.
Tough old stains may need more time, especially if you’ve used drying products or those that leave a
buildup, such as conditioners and sprays. For well-set stains, remember when the enzyme dries it
dies. So, keep the area damp by spritzing. For tails, spray and tie them up as you are grooming. Less
surface area keeps them from drying quickly. Spritz occasionally. Most stains come off within
minutes. Really tough old stains may need to work on them for a day or so. But, they’ll come out.
Once you are ahead of the stains, life will be much easier with Lucky Braids products.
Manage Mud
If muddy, use our enzymatic spray, wipe dirt off with a towel and comb long hair while wet. This
works great after turnout and ringside, too.
Improve Tails
Braiding tens of thousands of tails, Ruthann had time to figure this out- to raise the bar. Here’s how
you can have the brightest, shiniest, naturally FULLEST and EASIEST to maintain tails:
Wash with Lucky Braids All-In-One Shampoo. Comb tails while wet. Organize hair to the root.
It will dry volumized. Hair separates instead of making ringlets. Many say you can just shake
shavings out for a week!
Keep in mind that you’ll want to use a wide-toothed comb and start by holding close to the
bottom. Gently comb from the bottom to your grip. Then move your grip up a hand or so.
Always start combing from the bottom. If you hit a tangle, always start from below and work
your way up to your grip. Organize and then move your grip until the whole tail is combed out.
You may need to take your time initially. Then it will get easier and easier. Twist the length
before grabbing the bottom to give strands more support.
As a daily routine, you can pick tails or lightly use a brush, always holding and starting from the
bottom.
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